
           

In response to declining demand for teller transactions,
many banks and credit unions are considering migrating
some branches to a universal agent service model.  In 
this approach, employees are cross-trained to perform

both teller and CSR functions, rather than
relying on a separate division of labor.  The
drive toward universal banker models has
arisen because the reduction in transactions
has left many tellers well underutilized.  In a
branch that performs 20,000 teller transactions
per month, a teller may easily spend 80% of
the day in customer-facing activities.  However,
in markets where consumers have embraced
electronic channels, monthly demand may 
fall below 5,000 transactions per month.  
At that level, an employee who remains
permanently at the teller window will 
face significant idle time, likely engaged in
customer-facing activities less than 50% of 
the time.  Paying for so much unused capacity
is neither wise nor sustainable; thus bankers’
desire to redeploy that idle time to other
customer-facing activities.

Enter the universal agent.  Cross-trained
to open new accounts, perform service
functions and process teller transactions, 

the agent can vacate the teller lines at low/no
demand intervals and service customers in the
branch lobby.  However, executing such behaviors

can prove difficult in a traditional teller line
environment.  To address a customer in the branch
lobby, a teller in a traditionally configured branch
would need to lock the cash drawer (under dual
control at some institutions), walk to the end of the
teller line and exit through a gate.  Returning to the
teller station would require the reverse, with the
added burden of entering an access code at the 
gate before proceeding behind the teller line.  
The number of tasks required to segue from teller 
to CSR roles and likelihood of employees executing
the universal agent role at all, let along efficiently.
          But institutions can overcome those hurdles 
using non-traditional branch designs supported by
technology.  Replacing teller cash drawers with teller
cash recyclers (TCRs) obviates the need for a gate to
protect the teller line.  Because the TCR includes a
secure, inaccessible safe built-in, the banker bears 
no risk from leaving a teller station unattended.  
This in turn allows the teller function to be performed
anywhere in the branch, from a small workstation
rather than behind the barrier of a teller line.  
In addition to fostering a more collegial customer –
employee dynamic, the redesigned teller workstation
also allows the banker to seamlessly migrate to 
other workstations as needed, reducing the idle time
between customer-facing activities and allowing the
branch to operate at reduced staffing levels.  The
drawing to the left illustrates 
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In July Bancography received 2013 demographic
estimates from our demographic partner.  The estimates
are based upon the Census Bureau’s American Community
Survey and other survey data.  When coupled with data
from the Federal Reserve Board’s Flow of Funds Accounts
tables and other financial statistics, the data reveal
interesting trends about the composition and 
financial behavior of U.S. households.
• In the three years since the 2010 U.S. census, 
the base of U.S. households grew by only 1.9%; 
there are now 119 million households across the nation.

The pace over the past three years extrapolates to 
five year household growth of only 3.2%, compared to   
historic norms in the 5% range.  The stable household
counts reflect reduced immigration during the recent 
recession; reduced household formation as rising 
adults remain in their parents’ households longer; 
and a general aging of the U.S. population base.  
Growth is expected to rebound, with the five year 
forward projection now slightly less than 4%, higher 
than in prior years but still trailing pre-recession
levels.  The fastest-growing 
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states include energy-rich North Dakota, Alaska and 
Texas; Utah and Colorado in the Mountain region; and    
the District of Columbia, reflecting federal employment 
and a rebound in urban versus suburban living.  
Slower-growing areas include the New England 
states and Rust Belt markets such as Michigan, 
Ohio and Pennsylvania.

• With the youngest members of the Baby Boom
generation now 50 years old, many of their children 
(often referred to as the Echo Boom) have already 
passed the age of new household formation; thus, the 
base for new households now arises from the children 
of the post-Boom generation (often labeled as 
Generation X).  That generation’s children are now 
reaching the age of forming their own households, but 
in that Generation X was substantially smaller than the 
Baby Boom, the “pipeline” for new household 
formation is smaller.

• That aging population base is evident in the median
age of U.S. households.  In 2000 the median age (head 
of household) across all U.S. households was just over 
48; today, the median is 51.3, and in five years the 
median age will reach 53.  Median age reaches 54 or 
higher in West Virginia, Maine, Florida and Hawaii; the 
youngest states include Alaska, Utah and the District 
of Columbia.  Consistent with the aging household base, 
in 2000 children were present in 35% of U.S. 
households; today, in only 32% of households, and by 
2018 the statistic will fall to 31%.  Although the total 
number of U.S. households with children will be nearly 
the same in 2018 as in 2010 (38.5 million versus 38.6 
million), that number represents a lesser proportion 
of a larger household base.  Notably, too, is the 
decline in two-parent households, which represented 
66% of households with children in 2010 but will 
account for only 62% of that base in 2018.  Thus, 
bankers must be prepared to address the often more 
difficult financial situations of a growing base of 
single-parent households.  

• The household growth and age distribution factors
combined with the economic slowdown to effect a 
decline in homeownership rates. In the middle part 
of the last decade, homeownership rates approached 
68%, but that level declined to 64% in 2013 and is 
projected to decline to 62% by 2018.  While the 
economic slowdown was certainly a major factor in 
reduced home ownership rates, the statistics reflect 
demographic trends, too.  Aging households become   
more likely to trade homes for assisted-living facilities, 
while the size of the generation just entering first-time 
homebuyer years is smaller than in previous cohorts.   
Further, bank policy changes have inhibited the ability of 
that younger generation to purchase first homes – due to  

higher down payment requirements and more stringent 
credit standards.  Attitudinal changes contribute as well, 
as urban revitalization efforts in metros across the U.S. 
have led suburban-raised younger Americans toward 
in-town residences, in neighborhoods that often tilt 
toward rental versus owned housing stock.

• Both the aging population and the decline in home
ownership rates are manifested in continued erosion 
in mortgage and home equity borrowing levels. 
Even as a reviving economy has rallied installment loan 
borrowing to record levels (mostly to finance automobile 
sales), both mortgage and home equity borrowing 
continue to show quarter-on-quarter declines.  
Accordingly, bankers must anticipate a more competitive 
market, as institutions face fewer prospective borrowers 
for those products, and must plan to offset reduced 
home-secured lending with increases in either small 
business or consumer installment lending.    

• Nationwide, income levels have remained relatively
stable in recent years, with the median household 
income increasing by only $2,500 since 2010, from 
$55,800 to $58,300.  However, the consumer deposit 
mix – i.e., the instruments in which consumers store 
income – has shown significant change in that period.
Consistent with the low-rate environment of recent years, 
CDs represent a much lesser portion of the consumer 
deposit portfolio than in prior years.  With CDs 
unattractive for consumers due to rate/term constraints, 
the consumer deposit mix has migrated heavily 
toward money market instruments. Money market 
accounts now hold almost half of all consumer deposit 
balances, compared to around 30% in the higher-rate 
environment that prevailed for much of the prior decade, 
with the gains occurring mostly at the expense of CDs.  
The inflows to money markets have arisen primarily from 
the affluent segments, as the disparity between the 
highest- and lowest-income tiers continues to grow.  
This implies that institutions seeking to serve affluent 
households must offer a competitive money market 
product; in many markets, affluent segments account for 
75% of total deposit holdings.  The most affluent states 
are mostly in the Northeast corridor, including Maryland, 
New Jersey and Connecticut, with Alaska posting the 
highest median income of the states outside that region.  
West Virginia shows the lowest median income, 
followed by six Southeastern states spanning 
from Kentucky to Louisiana, all with median incomes 
of less than $50,000.         
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The economic recovery has brought a resurgence in com-
mercial loan demand, driving numerous banks to announce
plans to enter new market areas with loan production
offices instead of traditional branches.  Although the 
term loan production office is often used to indicate
“specialized branch catering to commercial banking
activities,” in its purest form an LPO differs from a branch
in two critical aspects: the LPO provides only loans and 
not deposits; and as a result, the LPO does not involve any
cash handling services and thus does not require a vault.  
           There are several reasons why entering a market
with a loan production office brings advantages over
entering with a traditional de novo branch.  Foremost
would be the decided difference in construction costs 
and timeline: whereas a traditional branch can cost in 
the $2M range and take up to a year for site identification,
zoning, permitting and construction, a loan production
office can be established in leased space for less than
$100m in capital costs.  The low capital cost reflects the
fact that loan production offices do not need bank
equipment, as they have no cash handling functions.  
           Further, success in retail banking is largely a
function of scale.  Empirical research shows that larger
branch networks capture a disproportionate share of
balances; but gaining critical branch scale in a major
market can prove prohibitive for a new entrant, especially
a smaller institution.  In contrast, small business and
commercial banking are more relationship driven, and one
or two experienced bankers can build a substantial
business loan portfolio.  Because a commercial loan is a
one-time transaction, the location of the lending office is
less important than for a checking account that would
involve numerous subsequent branch visits.  In some
cases, the customer may not even see the LPO, as the
lender takes the application by laptop or tablet at the
client’s office, and then closes the loan there, too.   
           The low location dependence of commercial 
lending often renders it a more attractive market entry
vehicle than retail banking, since bankers at a centrally
located LPO can address an entire metropolitan area
(though the largest metros may merit multiple LPOs simply
due to travel time).  However, the LPO approach does not
preclude subsequent traditional branching; in fact, it may
facilitate retail branch success.  If a bank opts to convert
an LPO to a full-service branch, the owners and executives
of the business clients the LPO established can become
immediate candidates for cross-sell of consumer deposit
services.  This yields a built-in revenue stream to offset
the costs of de novo construction and startup expenses.
           Because business banking is so relationship driven,
the success of the LPO is highly dependent upon the
personnel hired for the office.  While the right hire can

bring immediate balance growth, the wrong hire can
have disastrous impact, since unlike a retail branch, 
an LPO will not capture walk-in traffic.  Quality loan
officers command salaries well above retail branch
managers, so operating costs can be greater in the 
LPO model.  Still, with the primary cost concerns being
salary and lease, a bank can easily extricate itself 
from an unsuccessful LPO if necessary.
           The table below compares the capital and
operating costs of a freestanding branch versus a 
loan production office.  To generate a 15% annual 
return on expenses, the freestanding branch would 
need to reach deposits of around $22M accompanied 
by $7M in loans, while an LPO with two lenders 
requires about $20M in loans for profitable operation.

           Loan production offices typically target the
commercial middle market tier, usually defined by 
firms with annual sales in the $10M - $50M range.  
In most markets, these firms represent only 3% - 4% 
of total businesses, but supply more than 50% of all
commercial loans (excepting those from the largest
businesses in the $50M+ sales tier, which remain
beyond the target segments of all but the largest
commercial banks).  The next smaller sales tier, the 
small businesses with annual sales of $1M - $10M,
typically account for about 30% of businesses but 
40% of loan demand.  Thus, an LPO focusing on t
hose two segments, though neglecting two-thirds 
of all businesses (i.e., those with annual sales of less
than $1M and thus better suited for small, branch-
delivered loans), still brings access to more than 90% 
of market business loan demand.  And note again 
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Loan Production Offices: An Alternate Approach to Market Entry
that because loan origination is episodic and often
delivered at client rather than institution offices, a 
single office can address an entire market’s 
commercial loan demand.  
           The loan production office approach carries 
risks: in addition to the aforementioned challenge of
identifying and hiring skilled relationship managers, 
the LPO can also raise liquidity considerations.  With 
no supporting retail branch network to raise deposits,
funding for loans generated by the LPO must arise 
from branches in other markets or from more expensive
sources such as brokered CDs.  Thus, the LPO is often
most beneficial for institutions with large deposit bases
in stable, mature markets – the type of markets where
loan demand wanes but that contribute substantial

excess funds.  In addition, with no branches to 
introduce the institution through signage, building
awareness of the institution’s LPO requires targeted
marketing investments.  Finally, a caution: numerous
banks have suffered above-normal losses in remote
lending offices, a consequence of less local market
knowledge supplementing credit decisions.  It is
therefore imperative to design procedures that insure
loans originated outside the core franchise receive 
even greater scrutiny as those emanating from the 
core franchise. Still, an LPO can offer the ability for
geographic diversification of the loan portfolio as well 
as access to higher growth markets at low capital cost
with limited exit cost risk.  As such, the LPO service
model offers a worthy option for institutions with
already-dominant share positions or limited loan 
demand growth in their home markets.

                                         SERVICE MODEL  (all numbers in $000s)
       FULL SERVICE  LOAN PRODUCTION ASSUMPTIONS 
        BRANCH  OFFICE  
Capital cost        2,200  100   
Construction time        9 - 12 months  30 days  
Salaries and staff        220  287   
                                                       Manager, 2 CSRs, Commercial lender   
        2 tellers x 2, loan assistant  
Annual rent       — 50   
                                                       Owned, no rent 1,800 sf x $28/sf  
Annual depreciation        62  17  Owned: 3,200 sf x $250 sf + 
   $250m FFE; Leased: $40/sf 
   improvements + $28m FF&E 
Other operating expenses        31  39  Assumes listed expenses =  
   90% of total expenses
Capital charge @ 4%        88  4   
Total operating expenses        401  397   
Breakeven deposits        22,188  N/A                                         1.25% deposit spread; 33% loan to 
                                                   deposit ratio; 2.50% loan spread;
   15% return on expenses 
Breakeven loans        7,396 20,295 2.25% loan spread;  
   15%return on expenses 
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how the redesigned teller line facilitates the
efficiencies of the universal agent service model.
          Although the reconfiguration of the teller line 
is an essential component in maximizing the efficacy
of the universal agent service model, other important
considerations remain.  If conversion from a traditional
teller – CSR environment to a universal agent model
allows staff reductions, then the branch design must
allow that reduced staff to still address security and
customer service requirements.  Toward that end, an
effective universal agent model design must pay strict
attention to sight lines, so that even a reduced staff
can maintain visual control over the entire branch.
Additionally, the design must minimize footpaths, 
i.e., the distance employees must travel between

workstations, so that the transition from one 
workstation to another is quick and seamless.  
          By untethering the teller from the teller line,
the TCR technology can combine with the universal
agent operating model to deliver better customer
service and better staff efficiency.   However, in
addition to the standard training requirements
associated with any change in role definitions,
successful conversion to the universal agent 
model also requires diligent attention to branch
design.  Institutions that redesign branches to
leverage technology – rather than simply deploying
new technology in an old configuration – will 
reap the greatest benefits from this new approach 
to branch staffing.
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consulting services    •    software tools

Are you getting the most  
out of your branch network?
Optimize your   
branch network  
with Bancography Plan
• Measure current branch performance
• Create branch market profiles for strategic planning 
• Obtain consumer and business prospect lists 
• Evaluate new branch opportunities
• Produce pro forma financial projections for new branches
• Licenses from $3,500 

 

                  205.252.6671

             info@bancography.com          

     Test drive Bancography Plan at www.bancography.com         



Bancography Plan
Market Analysis and Branch Planning Software

                  205.252.6671

             info@bancography.com          

     Test drive Bancography Plan at www.bancography.com         

Pricing
Micro*: $3,500              

Single state: $5,500

Two states: $7,500        

Multi-state (up to 4 states): $10,000

      Regional (up to 10 states): $18,000

National: $25,000

* A single state license for institutions with less than 20 branches. 

Bancography Plan is licensed annually.   
Licenses allow unlimited users within a single location  

and include all updates, training, technical support  
and market analysis.

Note: The above pricing applies to financial institutions  
only. Consulting firms, trade organizations,  

and all others, please contact 
Bancography for pricing.

New Features
•   Retrieve consumer and business prospect lists
•   Business counts by industry and sales tier
•   Street-level branch maps with landmarks and other features
•   Estimates of current branch performance 

Branch Profiles for Marketing Strategies
•   Trade area demographics
•   Market segment composition
•   Market demand for deposit and loan products
•   Competitor deposit history
•   Branch deposit share ranking
•   Fair share balance potential estimates

Optimization Tools
•   Deposit share reports (county, MSA, trade area)
•   New branch financial projections
•   Competitor branch maps
•   Maps of competing banks and credit unions
•   Merger analysis
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